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ABSTRACT :
In Japan's primary and secondary schools, radiation and radioactivity are taught as

part of the curriculum dealing with social science subjects. Students learn much about
the hazardous features of radiation, but lack the scientific understanding necessary to
build a more balanced picture. Although the same point applies to education covering
the harmful effects of volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, electrical storms and so on,
public understanding of these events is relatively high and students are generally able to
make informed judgments about the risks involved. By contrast, their limited
understanding of radiation often contributes to fears that it is evil or even supernatural.
To correct this distortion, it is important that primary and secondary education includes
a scientific explanation of radiation. Like heat and light, radiation is fundamental to
the history of the universe; and scientific education programs should give appropriate
emphasis to this important subject. Students would then be able to make more objective
judgments about the useful and hazardous aspects of radiation.

This work is partly supported by a Grant-in-Aid of Science awarded by Japan's Ministry for Education, Science,
Sports and Culture.
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1. Public understanding of risk

The general public tends to adopt extreme views about hazardous matters; sheer
emotion all too often overrides a rational assessment of risk. A widespread prejudice
against radiation illustrates the point. Radiation is frequently feared, but rarely
understood.

The responsible use of radiation provides a powerful tool for enhancing social and
economic welfare. Too much radiation is dangerous, but the same is true of an
excessive consumption of salt. Although human life depends on a certain amount of
salt, excessive doses lead to hypertension and renal damage; consuming more than 200g
at one time would be life threatening. Japan's Chinaform incident also demonstrates the
point about dose levels being more significant than notions of absolute safety. Some
10,000 Japanese patients, who received more than 1.2g of Chinaform, suffered from
appalling "SUMON" (subacute myelo-optico-neuropathy) side-effects. The incident
stands out as Japan's biggest pharmaceutical disaster; but global figures indicate that
more than one-hundred-million people consumed lower doses of Chinaform without
any problems.

Whereas the public can easily understand "zero risk," rational judgments about the
degree of relative danger associated with a particular hazard are more problematic.
There is a natural tendency to emphasize the element of danger in anything that is not
"completely safe." Improved education is essential to promoting a more balanced
public perception of risk and countering the effects of misleading or sensationalist
reporting. The public should be able to make informed judgments on the basis of
accurate and well-balanced information.

An example of public misunderstanding of risk occurred with early media
coverage of AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome). There were pictures of
medical workers preparing to treat AIDS patients by putting protective clothing
designed for working with biological weapons technology. Novels and movies
depicted AIDS as a highly infectious threat to society. It was only later that people
came to accept that AIDS is a weakly infectious virus (HIV: human immunodeficiency
virus) but, notwithstanding pictures of celebrities shaking hands with AIDS victims,
many people continue to believe that AIDS is highly infectious. Although campaigns
have done much promote an improved understanding of AIDS transmission processes, it
is difficult to overcome prejudices engendered by early reporting.

2. The treatment of radiation in Japan's compulsory education system

While the effectiveness of school education programs owe a great deal to the
efforts of individual teachers, they also depend on the contents of textbooks. Japan's
education ministry fixes the compulsory education syllabus for every school in the
country and only allows the use of approved textbooks. By examining the contents of
these ministry-approved textbooks, the author and his colleagues were able to build an
insight into how the Japanese education system deals with radiation.
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Japanese students first study radiation during their fifth year of primary school (11
years old) as part of their social science curriculum. The syllabus covers the dropping
of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, together with the Happy Dragon fishing
boat (which was a casualty of the Bikini Atoll H-bomb test) and the catastrophe at the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant. In each of these cases, significant numbers of people
were exposed to massive doses of radiation. Moreover, explanations in these
textbooks use emotive language, such as: "Many atomic bomb survivors are still
tortured and killed by the effects of radioactivity(sic)." However, during the period
1947-1989, the total number of cancer deaths (including leukemia) amongst Hiroshima's
atomic bomb survivors was only 340 more than would be expected in a normal
population. It is important to separate the terrible human suffering caused by the bomb
from an objective assessment of radiation hazards.

Emotive language can easily distort the picture. Social science school text books
often use a negative prefix when referring to radiation (for example, with terms such as
"harmful radiation" or "terrifying radioactivity"). Although natural science textbooks
use more precise language, the author did not find a clear explanation of the nature of
radiation and type of harmful effects that might be associated with different doses of
radiation. (Physics options provided by senior high schools include a scientific
treatment of radiation, but only 10 percent of students select these courses.)

Education often involves elements of propaganda. Nazism, Stalinism, and
Japan's militarism have all demonstrated the effectiveness of promoting a one-sided
representation of events. However, the public disapproval that stems from distorted
views of religious, historical and racial matters is not evident in the case of radiation.
Japan's compulsory education system instead produces graduates who might go on to
propagate negative images of radiation. Careers in films, literature and other media
can all provide influential vehicles for nurturing the idea that radiation is inherently
dangerous, with evil and even supernatural associations.

3. The need for educational reform

There is a clear need to ensure that Japan's compulsory education system provides
a more balanced treatment of radiation and related issues. Primary and secondary
education syllabuses should include the treatment of radiation as a natural science
subject. Modern science recognizes that radiation has been fundamental to the history
of the universe. And there is no justification for maintaining nineteenth-century
attitudes that pre-date the discovery of radiation.

The difficulties of teaching radiation are no excuse for leaving it out of the
curriculum. We should rise to the challenge of explaining radiation and the health
implications that can accompany different levels of exposure. Education should
support a more objective understanding of radiation.
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4. Techniques for teaching radiation as part of the natural science curriculum

Some scientists insist that it is impossible to teach radiation as a natural science
subject to primary and secondary school students who do not understand atomic and
nuclear structures. The argument might appear persuasive, but a moment's reflection
reveals that primary school students can build a useful appreciation of the nature of
electricity without knowing about the role of electrons. The issue is one of
compromise and the author does not claim that there is any perfect solution to the
problem.

Existing primary school education programs illustrate techniques for presenting
complex subjects in comparatively simple terms. Let us briefly review the way a
primary school textbook deals with electricity. In their third school year, students learn
how to use a small lamp to confirm the flow of current from a dry battery. They learn
about the difference between conductive and insulating materials. And use an electric
motor to confirm that current has a direction. These are easy-to-appreciate
demonstrations of what electricity can do: the lamp lights and the motor moves.
Electricity is invisible, but simple experiments provide potent illustrations of its
significance. A similar approach could be used to introduce the study of radiation.

It is possible to demonstrate radiation using a photographic plate or diazotype
photosensitive paper, while real-time evidence of radiation can be shown on a
fluorescent plate or the type of X-ray film sensitizer sheet used in diagnostic radiology.
Such techniques have paved the way towards an improved understanding of radiation
and provide a powerful tool for stimulating student interest in the subject. Students
might use samples of uranium ore and photographic plates to learn about radiation's
penetrative qualities, along with the principles of radiation shielding and quantitative
analysis of the processes involved. Some enterprising high school teachers have
achieved encouraging results by using home-made cloud chambers to demonstrate
radiation tracks.

While commercially available sealed sources (having a radioactivity of less than
3.7 MBq) are suitable for school experiments and demonstrations, the author believes
that it is preferable to use natural sources of radiation. These convey the message that
radiation is part of the natural world; not something inherently evil nor supernatural.
Radiation has always been an integral part of the universe. Education programs should
present a comprehensive picture of radiation that counterbalances concern about
hazards with an understanding of radiation science.
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